• 1912
• “AUTO” MEANING “SELF”
• MORBID SELF-ADMIRATION
• WITHDRAWAL FROM SELF
LEO KANNER

- 1945
- STUDIED 11 CHILDREN
- DIFFICULTY ADAPTING TO ROUTINE
- SENSITIVITY TO STIMULI
- GOOD MEMORY
- RESISTANCE TO FOODS
- PROPENSITY TO REPEAT WORDS

HANS ASPERGER

- WORK MIRRORS KANNER
- KIDS DID NOT REPEAT WORDS
- SPOKE LIKE ADULTS
BRUNO BETTELHEIM

• CLAIMS ISSUE IS COLDNESS OF PARENTS
• SENT TO FOSTER HOMES/MENTAL HOSPITALS
• PROBLEMS STEM FROM MENTAL RETARDATION

BERNARD RIMLAND

• PSYCHOLOGIST
• PARENT OF AUTISTIC CHILD
• NOT HIS OR WIFE’S PARENTING STYLE
• Cortical Activation and Synchronization During Sentence Comprehension In High Functioning Autism: Evidence Of Underconnectivity.

TYPES OF AUTISM

- ASPERGERS
- RETT SYNDROME
- HIGH FUNCTIONING AUTISM
- CHILDHOOD DISINTEGRATIVE DISORDER
PDD-NOS

• PERVERSIVE DEVELOPMENTAL DISORDER
• NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
FRACTIONS (17)

FRACTIONS ARE PIECES OF A WHOLE NUMBER.
(THINK OF A PIE CUT IN PIECES.)

THERE ARE TWO PARTS OF A FRACTION:

\[
\frac{3}{4} \quad \text{NUMERATOR} \quad \text{DENOMINATOR}
\]

THE DENOMINATOR TELLS US HOW MANY PIECES THE NUMBER IS CUT INTO.

\[
\frac{3}{4}
\]

THE NUMERATOR TELLS US HOW MANY OF THOSE PIECES WE ARE TALKING ABOUT.
KATRING CITY, FL

• ESTABLISHED 1945
• HOME OF PARKER, DOUG, LEONARD, BORIS AND BILL
PARKER
BILL

DOUG
3D WINE BARRELS FROM MODO
• “IF YOU HAVE MET ONE PERSON WITH AUTISM...
• ...YOU HAVE MET ONE PERSON WITH AUTISM"

“DISAMBIGUATE”

TO REMOVE UNCERTAINTY OF MEANING FROM.
A DIFFERENT KIND OF COOL

• DVD Available at:
  • www.jackgallagher.info

• COUPLABOB PRODUCTIONS, INC.